Achieve Efficient Change Management with Transport Release Analysis

Poor production planning and change management can delay production and eat away at your company’s bottom line. In addition, sequencing issues can conflict between SAP modules, resulting in downtime, data clean up, and production risk.

To avoid these issues, your company can implement tools and processes that specifically address potential problems in your manufacturing change processing. By gaining insights into system improvements and proactively identifying potential problems before moving to production, your business can avoid downtime and post-production mistakes. A transport analysis eliminates change conflicts and reduces production risk.

How it Works
Our Transport Release Analysis automatically identifies and analyzes all the transport requests within your system -- including development, quality, and production -- and identifies potential problems and recommendations before moving into deployment. By reducing production risks, your company will have greater quality assurance, avoid sequencing issues and transport breakages, and avoid downtime.

Benefits for your Business
- Control and manage changes in SAP efficiently
- Minimize business disruption
- Improved transport import insight
- Quality releases assurance
- Greater release and production planning
- Access to Solution Manager as a Service
- Regularly scheduled transport reviews

About Solution Manager as a Managed Service
Solution Manager as a Managed Service (SMaaS) allows you to realize the full benefits of Solution Manager without having to worry about maintaining hardware, configuring the system, and having the internal knowledge to keep the system up to date.

1. No infrastructure, license or upgrade costs
2. Predictable and affordable pricing
3. Complete set-up and configuration in two weeks

Ready to Get Started?
Contact us:
marketing-solutions-us@nttdata.com